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 The YEARplan is a way of getting down on paper what you and your department intend 

to accomplish over the course of your year. It will isolate the specific goals that you wish to 

accomplish, and the objectives that need be achieved. It will give your supervisor an 

understanding of the direction you wish to take with your department, and identify areas where 

support can be given. When completed, the YEARplans will collectively reinforce the goals and 

visions of your department, and allow the respective members to focus their attention on areas of 

importance within the MSU. 

 

1. Read over the YEARplan.  

2. Complete your YEARplan in soft copy (on computer). 

3. E-mail the first draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 2
nd

, 2013. 

4. The VP Administration will provide feedback on your YEARplan. Use this feedback to 

revise your draft into a final plan. 

5. E-mail the final draft of the YEARplan to vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca by July 29
th

, 2013. 

 

 The final copy will be submitted to the Executive Board for review and approval at the 

August 6
th

 meeting. 

 

 If for some reason you do not believe you can complete your YEARplan by the date 

indicated, please contact the Vice-President Administration in order to arrange a suitable 

extension (contact information above

mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:vpadmin@msu.mcmaster.ca
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MISSION an overview 
 

We will seek to provide fair and unbiased elections (First Year Council, SRA Generals, SRA By-

elections and Presidentials) for the MSU and its constituents, full time students enrolled in 18 

units or more. We also seek to provide electoral services, in the form of hosting online elections, 

to any campus party who seeks our service. 

 

ROLES that individuals play 
 

List all positions found within or in relation to your department including full-time and part time 

staff, as well as one of a few general volunteer roles if applicable and how their role intersects 

with yours. 

 

 Name of Individual Role(s) 

2 Jane Leyland  Works in student records, contact to build voters lists 

3 Victoria Scott Admin Assistant, takes minutes at fines meetings 

 

4 Anna D’Angela  

 

VP admin, first point of contact for PTMs 

5 Michael Wooder Incredible resource for promotions, creating ad campaigns and 

media relations  

6 Dave Dedrick Underground contact 

7 Brian Lack Runs Simply Voting, our online voting host  

8 Saad Syed  DRO, collaborate and share the work load of elections 

9 Elections Committee An unbiased group of MSU members and SRA members. 

Helps to set rules and deliberate on fines 

10 Poll Clerks Paid employees that set up polls and run them throughout the 

polling period, trained and hired (typically) by the DRO 
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OBJECTIVES step by step   

 

Objective 1 Pre-Campaigning Rules 

Description Create a set of rules detailing the specifics of what pre-campaigning includes. 

This will include: an outline of what a core team includes, a cap on how many 

people this can consist of, a definition of volunteers/supporters/team members, 

a cap on volunteers and a starting time for recruitment (when nomination period 

opens) 

Benefits This will help ensure that elections are fair for all candidates regardless of when 

they decide to run. It will also provide more clarification on a fairly grey area.  

Difficulties Defining something that is so subjective. Figuring out if it should be a cap on 

people, definitions or exactly what method the rules should be laid out in. 

Long-term This will be a trial year for the project, hopefully the rules will be successful 

and future EC members/CRO/DROs will build upon them as they do with 

current rules 

How -Draft up a version of the rules 

-send out to DRO/EC and VP Admin for comments 

-circulate to candidates via the website and all candidates meetings  

Partners -VP Admin 

-DRO 

-EC 

 

 

Objective 2 On-Campus Polling Stations  

Description Work with the By-laws Commissioner (Gabe Jeyasingham) to remove the 

mandatory physical polling station on campus from the bylaws  

Benefits With voter turnout at polling stations being less than one percent and the role of 

poll clerks becoming less needed, we could better allocate the time and money 

to something else i.e. Promotions  

 

Difficulties Changing a by-law can always be difficult 

Long-term If no change in voter turnout is seen, the by-law can remain fixed 

How -speak with the DRO and EC about their opinions on the matter 

-meet with Gabe to discuss the possibility of changing this 

-draft up a proposal  

-present it through the proper channels  

Partners -SRA 

-Gabe Jeyasingham 

-EC/DRO 
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Objective 3 DRO Job Description 

Description With Elections now being hosted online, the need for poll clerks is becoming 

irrelevant. With the bulk of the DRO’s job description being designated to Poll 

Clerk hiring, training and scheduling, we could better allocate this time to 

promotions or another specific area of elections  

Benefits With DRO being responsible for promotions, a lot more time will be allocated 

to this component hopefully leading to a higher voter turnout and nominations.   

Difficulties I currently do not know the process for changing a job description, so that will 

be a hurdle  

Long-term This will hopefully see the DRO spending their time in a more useful manner 

How -I’m currently looking into the process for changing a job description 

-speaking with the DRO to see their feelings towards the change 

-drafting up a proposal 

Partners -VP Admin 

-DRO 

 

 

Objective 4 Presidential Week 

Description A week long presidential event held throughout the campaigning period. 

Working with other PTMs and Campus Events to create a week filled with 

debates, informal meet the candidates and potential a concert  

 

Benefits Voter Turnout and nominations should rise  

 

Difficulties Coordinating all the campus partners and finding the funds 

Long-term If successful, this can be built upon in future years to continue to ignite interest 

in elections 

How - decide what the week should look like (which events should be included) 

- Reach out to campus partners  

- Book appropriate space 

Partners -Campus events 

-1280 

-<aroons (Inem) 

-Other interested PTMS 

-VP Admin 

-Michael Wooder 

-VP Finance  
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GOALS to strive for 
 

List 3 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of September 

1) Have September MUSC tables booked 

2) Have Poll Clerk job description available on the website 

3) Have the electoral calendar set  

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1
st
) 

1) Renewed contract with Simply Voting 

2) Have presidential promotions plan in place 

3) Website de-cluttered and maintained  

 

List 3 things you would like to have completed during the winter term (2
nd

) 

1) Redefine the job description of the DRO 

2) Remove the mandatory physical poll station 

3) Complete an elections guide for incoming DRO/CRO 

 

If you could jump to the end of your term and were asked to tell someone the highlights of what 

your department did over the course of the year, what would that include? 

 

 

Having the highest presidential turnout. I would like to set up a promotional plan to create a 

“Presidential Week”. The week will include the typical debates and informal meet the 

candidates, but also extend to include a concert held by campus events and the introduction of a 

new Elections logo that more accurately depicts the current Elections Department.  

 

I would also like to have completed a successful negotiation with Simply Voting to secure a 

multi-year contract. This would save us money in the long run and the service has proved to be 

useful.    

 

Created a pre-campaigning guide that is always in affect to provide clarity on this grey area.  

 

 

 

 

MASTER SUMMARY calendar and checklist 

 

Summer 

(preparation) 

- update website 

- book MUSC tables for FYC 

- prepare FYC rules 

- all FYC promotions negotiated with Underground 

- Electoral calendar set  

- Poll Clerk job application available on the MSU website 
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September - Run and Release FYC results 

- Book MUSC tables for October By-elections 

- set By-election rules 

- Meet with elections commitee 

October - October By-election 

- Book November By-election tables (if needed) 

- set presidential rules 

- create presidential promotional plan 

- Negotiate with simply voting for a multi-year contract 

November - open presidential nominations 

- release teaser campaign for presidentials  

- Run November By-election (if needed) 

- Work on new logo with underground 

December - have all presidential material prepared  

- negotiations with simply voting completed  

- Book MUSC tables for presidentials/SRA generals 

- Set rules for SRA Generals 

January - Run presidential week 

- Release presidential results 

- work with Gabe and Saad to redefine the DRO roll 

- complete an elections guide for the incoming CRO/DRO 

- Begin SRA generals 

February - Run and Release SRA general results/election 

- work on transition report 

- elections committee social 

March  - organize office and archive  

- organize email account 

- finish transition report 

April - same as March  

 

Weekly - update website 

- hold office hours 

- have weekly meeting with DRO 

- work on elections guide 

 

 

COLLABORATION within the MSU  
 

Presidential Week! 

This year I am hoping to create a whole week of buzz around Presidentials to help increase both 

voter turnout and nominations. For this, I hope to collaborate with multiple MSU Services, but in 

particular, MSU Campus Events and MSU Maroons. I’ve been in discussion with MSU Campus 

Events about the potential have hosting a small concert or talent night throughout the week. The 
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hope is that the candidates will attend and with this attached to the idea of presidentials, will 

increase the voters’ interests. Secondly, the Maroons. They are a great promotional resource 

which I would like to use to host tables in MUSC and other means of promoting the week.  

 

For SRA Generals, I would like to work with all interest SRA members to create a Vine 

campaign. I would like to make short videos of different members expressing why they ran, what 

their favourite project was, a favourite memory, or something relatable to the SRA. These will 

then be release through the MSU website, the Elections facebook page and twitter to help 

promote the upcoming SRA Generals. 

 
FINAL COMMENTS leave nothing out 
 
This year is really about rebranding Elections. The hope is to create a new logo that better 

depicts the Department in its current state and have that released in conjunction with 

Presidentials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


